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New Research In Action Vendor Selection Matrix™ Report –                                  

Customer Data Management: The Top Global Vendors 2024. 

Germany – June 3rd, 2024:  Customer Data Management (CDM) projects are driven by customer 

experience aspirations as Marketers strive to be great at personalization and provide outside-in content 

to each customer. The global market for customer data management platform (CDP) software continues 

to rise dramatically as companies invest in CDM to ensure success in their digital marketing and digital 

selling. The vendor landscape is a broad mix of vendors with a wide variety of claims: data consolidation, 

collecting entire clickstreams, creating a “golden record” through identity resolution, enabling intelligent 

engagement, and identity tagging, even ABM predictive analytics this time. There are even some 

eCommerce platform vendors that do well to stress the dependence of great personalization on great 

customer data and so get associated with CDM.    

The CDM challenge is different across the B2C and B2B spectrum. It also varies according to whether you 

are a medium-sized company or a large international enterprise. Another important variable is whether the 

initiative is led by Marketing professionals, or the IT organization and we have investigated this further in 

the report. The report is an update to our 2022 CDM research and we have found a greater than usual 

churn in the list of vendors named in the landscape (six vendors drop out while there are nine new 

entrants). This reflects the status of the market which is still emerging and relatively loosely defined.  
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A new Research In Action GmbH global survey of 1,000 business managers with budget responsibility in 

enterprises globally examined their RMA experiences and plans for 2024, as well as asking about which 

software vendors are the most known and what do the businesspeople think about those vendor’s 

products and services.   

The Vendor Selection Matrix™ is a primarily survey-based methodology for vendor evaluation where 63% of 

the evaluation is based on a survey of enterprise business decision makers and 37% on the analyst’s 

opinion. The analyst’s input is fed by a combination of intensive interviews with software or services 

vendors and their clients, plus their informed, independent point-of-view as an analyst. All of this combines 

to make Research In Action Vendor Selection Matrix™ reports so unique. This approach is one of the key 

differentiators of Research In Action in market research. For this report we interviewed 1,000 marketing 

and business managers with budget responsibility in enterprises globally. We selected those vendors who 

achieved the best evaluations scores from the buyers but disregarded those with fewer than 15 

evaluations. 

 

Report details can be viewed here: Report details can be viewed here. 

Peter O’Neill, Research Director for Marketing Automation at Research In Action GmbH, comments:  

• Providing an optimal customer experience counts the most of all. It is impossible without having a 

unified Customer Data Management process in place to consolidate and aggregate all data that is 

being collected in separate systems across the company. This is not an IT-centric data warehouse or 

data lakes approach, ideally it should be a Marketing-led CDM initiative, helping to ensure the data 

unification project is focused directly on marketing requirements.  

https://researchinaction.de/wp-content/uploads/CDM-2024-VSM-WWW.pdf
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• A single-source-of-truth is the most paramount.  When asked, “Which anticipated top 3 benefits 

are driving your investment in customer data management automation in 2024?”, well over one 

third of companies are focused on arriving at the “single source of truth” and having just one 

Customer Database. Next is real-time personalization. The same question in our 2022 survey had 

personalization as the #1 driver at 36%.   

• The Marketing priorities for CDM are significant. Companies are not investing CDM for technical 

reasons, strong digital marketing, with customer experience and personalization, requires it. We 

asked what the Marketing Organization sets as a priority for CDM and the number two priority was, 

remarkably, “to ensure we market and sell ONLY to those accounts who are in market.” Commonly, 

just 5% of potential customers are actively buying at any moment and savvy marketing professional 

are very aware that their messaging must be different across the buying cycle. 

• Specialist CDM/CDP vendors will prevail over the marketing clouds. Initially slow to address CDM 

challenges, the marketing cloud vendors are all now busy announcing CDM strategies. Often 

though, the focus is only on consolidating their own data sources. I see the specialists as a better 

option for most firms; these vendors are both extremely capable and knowledgeable about data 

consolidation and identity management principles and there are even some eCommerce platforms 

who can demonstrate they understand CDM and offer a viable alternative to specialist CDP 

vendors.    

• Who came out on top? Depending on how much you believe the claims, there are over 180 

vendors with CDM solutions, often calling their software Customer Data Platforms (CDP). These are 

the Market Leaders as selected by 1,000 users surveyed based upon their rating of product, 

company, and service quality (listed alphabetically): ACTIONIQ, ADOBE, BLOOMREACH, BLUECONIC, 

BLUESHIFT, FIRST HIVE, INSIDER, LYTICS, NGDATA, SALESFORCE, TEALIUM, TREASURE DATA, and 

TWILIO. Also featured in the report are KLAVIYO, MPARTICLE, OPTIMOVE, QUAERO, SAP, and 

TERMNUS. 

 

Vendor Selection Matrix™ Disclaimer: 

The Vendor Selection Matrix™ is a primarily survey-based methodology for comparative vendor evaluation. 

Research In Action GmbH does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in our research 

publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings. 

The information contained in this research has been obtained from both enterprise as well as vendor 

sources believed to be reliable. Research In Action GmbH’s research publications consist of the analysts’ 

opinions and should not be considered as statements of fact. The opinions expressed are subject to change 

without further notice. Research In Action GmbH disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with 
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respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. All 

trademarks are recognized as the property of the respective companies. 

 

About Research In Action: 

Research In Action GmbH is a leading independent information and communications technology research 

and consulting company. The company provides both forward-looking as well as practical advice to 

enterprise as well as vendor clients. 

Internet:  www.researchinaction.eu 
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